**SECTION ONE: NEW AND CHANGED SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
**COMPILED BY JOANNA HAUSE**

The subject headings in this list were selected from the Library of Congress Subject Headings Weekly Lists, available on the Library of Congress web site at:  

This list consists of headings selected from the Library’s list numbers 15—21 of 2011.

The following conventions are used, as in previous lists:  
Headings are in a single alphabetical sequence, preceded by MARC tags. The record number (Library of Congress control number) follows the heading. The absence of the instruction [May Subd Geog] means that the heading is **not** to be further divided by place.

The following print constants appear:

- UF = Used For
- BT = Broader Term
- RT = Related Term
- SA = See Also

* Asterisks and highlighting mark lines (or paragraphs) that are CHANGES.

Selected changes to free-floating subdivisions are at the end of the list.

Please send suggestions or comments to me at jhause@seuniversity.edu or by mail to: Joanna Hause  
Steelman Library  
Southeastern University  
1000 Longfellow Blvd.  
Lakeland, FL 33801  
or fax to: (863) 669-4160.
150 Buddhist dance [May Subd Geog] [sp2011001375]  
   550 BT Religious dance

150 Christian dance [May Subd Geog] [sp2011002220]  
   550 BT Religious dance

150 Christian scholars [May Subd Geog] [sp2011002180]  
   550 BT Scholars

150 Church work with parents [May Subd Geog] [sp2011001703]  
   550 BT Parents

150 Dengaku [May Subd Geog] [sp 85036727]  
   * 550 BT Religious dance CANCEL
   * 550 BT Shinto dance

150 Ethiopia in the Bible [sp2011001239]

150 Kagura [May Subd Geog] [sp 85071270]  
   * 550 BT Religious dance CANCEL
   * 550 BT Shinto dance

150 Korean tea ceremony—Religious aspects [sp2011002438]

150 Korean tea ceremony—Religious aspects—Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]  
   [sp2011002371]

150 Masculinity—Religious aspects—Baptists, [Catholic Church, etc.]  
   [sp2011001475]

150 Prayers for the dead—Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]  
   [sp2011001700]

150 Prejudices—Religious aspects [sp2011001221]

150 Prejudices—Religious aspects—Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]  
   [sp2011001222]
150 Rainbow—Religious aspects CANCEL
   150 Rainbows—Religious aspects [sp 85111206]
   450 UF Rainbow (in religion, folklore, etc.) [EARLIER FORM OF
   HEADING]

150 Rainbow—Religious aspects—Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.] CANCEL
   150 Rainbows—Religious aspects—Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]
   [sp2007003296]
   150 Religious dance—Tunisia [sp2011002557]

150 Religious discrimination [May Subd Geog] [sp2011001839]
   680 Here are entered works on overt discriminatory behavior against
   religious groups or individuals based on their beliefs of religious
   affiliation. General works on tolerance or intolerance of religions or
   religious groups are entered under Religious tolerance.
   550 BT Discrimination
   681 Note under Religious tolerance

150 Religious poetry, Bengali [May Subd Geog] [sp2011001788]
   450 UF Bengali religious poetry
   550 BT Bengali poetry

150 Religious satire, Dutch [May Subd Geog] [sh2011001694]
   450 UF Dutch religious satire

150 Religious tolerance [May Subd Geog] [sp 85112746]
   * 680 Here are entered general works on religious tolerance. Works on
   an individual religion’s or denomination’s position on the issue of religious
   tolerance are entered under this heading subdivided by the name of the
   religion or denomination. CANCEL
   * 680 Here are entered works on tolerance or intolerance of religions or
   religious groups. Works on an individual religion’s or denomination’s
   position on the issue of religious tolerance are entered under this
   heading subdivided by the name of the religion or denomination.
   Works on overt discriminatory behavior against religious groups or
   individuals based on their beliefs or religious affiliation are entered
   under Religious discrimination.
   * 681 Note under Religious discrimination

150 Shinto dance [May Subd Geog] [sp2011002221]
550 BT Religious dance

150 Space—Religious aspects [sp2011001596]

150 Space—Religious aspects—Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.] [sp2011001598]

150 Stambali [sp2010001862]

* 550 BT Religious dance CANCEL
* 550 BT Religious dance—Tunisia